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The Purf'OSe of this study was to investigate the development and
use of certain gralliPatical morphe.rnes-, i.e.·, the English inflections

..,.

for plural, possessive, pres~t progressive and past tense in the
speech of educable mentally retarded (EMR) adolescents.
mance on

°t"..K>

The perfor-

grammatical tasks of EMR subjects was compared to that of

normal control subjects matched by mental age scores.

The first task

was to produce, verbally, the required inflection for' a novel (nonsense) v.,urd on a modified version of Berko's Test of English Morphology (fil'lli)

(Berko, 1958).

Secondly, subjects resp::mded to gramma-

2

tical contrasts in lexical or real

~rds

at levels of imitation, com-

prehension and production on a modified form of the Intltation, Comprehension and Production Test (ICP) (Fraser, Bellugi and Brown, 1963).
Twenty-four subjects were included in this study.

Twelve D1R

subjects between the ages of 15 and 20 years were randomly selected
from the Vancouver School District.

Twelve control subjects with nor-

mal intelligence selected from school aged students in regular classroans were

ffi3.tched by similar mental age to IMR subjects.

Mental age

was estimated by raw scores obtained with the Peal::x:xiy Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn, 1965).

articulation and

gene~al

All subjects were screened for hearing acuity,
speech intelligibility.

The results of this study revealed statistically significant
poorer performance in the use of English inflections by Il1R adolescents
when compared with control subjects of similar mental age, specifically
in the use of less cormon allonorphs for plural, possessive and past
tense.
Comparisons within each group between performance on the ICP and
BrEM did not show statistically significant differences, indicating EMR

adolescents as a group use
t11dl1 in a novel situation.

infle~tions

only slightly better in a lexical

The ICP and BTI.M were thus shown to be high-

ly similar instruments, measuring the sarre variables of linguistic perfonnance.

A

lack of statistically significant difference was found in

the ability of EMR adolescents to imitate, comprehend or produce verbally the required norpheme on the ICP.
No statistically significant difference was found when comparing

the performance of the two groups on the ICP, which suggests IMR adoles-

3

cents use the four inflections investigated nearly as well in a
lexical condition as normal children of a comparable mental age.

Il1R

subjects, however, denonstrated statistically significant poorer perfonnance on the BI'EM.

Chi-square analysis showed signifi.cant differ-

ences between groups in the use of less corrnon
flect plural, p::>ssessive and past tense.

allo~rphs

used to in-

These findings indicate EMR

adolescents have specific difficulties using a particular allonorph,

/ez:.I, to inflect plural and possessive and all allorrorphs, /t/, /d/
and I ~cl I , to inflect past tense.
Patterns of perfornance wi-t;hin gruups were not established due to
a limited arrount of data provided by the small number of subjects in
this study.

When the performance of EMR subjects on the BrEM was

examined, trends were suggested since all Il1R subjects used the inflection for present progressive correctly.

Most IMR subjects failed to

use a less comm::>n allonorph for inflecting plural and possessive and
nearly half did not use inflections for past tense correctly.

These

observations were substantiated by Chi-square analysis between the EMR
and control groups.
These results suggest Il-1R. adolescents use nost English inflections of the four investigated nearly as well as norfral subjects with
similar mental ages in a lexical situation.

The comparative difficuity

of the EMR groups in generating norphological rules governing the use of
inflections to a novel condition suggests a limited ability to abstract
less well-learned forms to novel situations.

These findings tend to

supJ;X>rt other research in this area which reports the

~lier

rrastery

of regular and comron allonorphs before the less comrron allonorphs.
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The data reported in this study suggests some qualitative differences,

as well as a quantitative delay, in the use of English inflections by
EMR adolescents.
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CHAPrER I

mrROOOCTION
Linguistic theory of generative transfornational gramnar has been
the dominant theoretical influence on studies of children's language
developnent in the last decade (Bloom, 1970).

Language

p~fonnance

in

children has been studied in accordance w:i.th the transformational JIOdel,
the

lIDSt

explicit, comprehensive and systenE.tic form in which adult

knowledge of gramrrar has been represented (Ferguson and Slobin, 1973).
furphology, particularly gramnatical m::>rphemes called inflections,
has received attention in the literature by Berko (1958), Brown and

Berko (1960), Brown and Fraser (1964), Miller and Ervin (1964) and
Brown (1965 and 1973).

The use of inflections and their order of

development has been considered a relatively observable indication of
linguistic competence.
Psycholinguistic

i~search

has concentrated primarily on children

of nornal intelligence, but is now being extended into the language
development of mentally retarded populations.

Some researchers

(lenneberg, et al., 1964) have reported a quantitative difference or
delayed profile in retarded language skills.

Other

res~

(Semrrel,

et al., 1968) suggested the existence of qualitative differences.
Comparative studies of subjects at nornal and retarded intelligence
levels have shown a high degree of variation in data and interpretation.
The developnent of rrorphology, specifically the use of grarrm3.tical
nnrphemes, appears to be both delayed and limited in complexity in
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retarded language.

Sane autmrs (Yoder and Miller, 1971) have emphasized

tl'le need for further description of the linguistic skills of the retarded.

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate the

kinds of differ-

ences in the developnent of inflectional norphemes in the speech of
educable mentally retarded adolescents.

This study canpared lexical and

non-lexical gra.nmatical perfonnance of educable mentally retarded adolescents to that of subjects with normal intelligence matched by mental
age..

The lexical task was to respond to gramna.tical contrasts in

lexicon or real '(..\'Or<l:s.at the level=; of imitation, comprehension and
production.

The non-lexical task was to produce verbally the required

English inflection for novel or nonsense mrds.

The specific questions
(

investigated were:
1.

'\

In which tasks do educable mentally retarded adolescents ·

perform nore successfully?
Is performance significantly better in the lexical condition

a.

than in the non-lexical one?

b.

At what level is performance best:

imitation, comprehension

or production?
2.

Do educable mentally retarded adolescents demonstrate signifi-

cant differences in their performance when compared to normal subjects
of similar :meJ1tal ages?

a. Are differences between the

tvx:>

iroups significant?

b. Are variations within groups significant?
c.

Which

differenc~

is greater?

3

3.

If a cOlIIIOnality exists in the retarded group, what kinds

of responses are rrost prevalent?
Definitions
The following definitions are pruvided in order to clarify the

tenninology used in this review of the literature.

This list is not

exhaustive, but these terms are the nost conmon ones appearing in
current literature concerning language development.
Allanorph: Im. allorrorph is defined as a positional variant of a
particular morpheme by Wardhaugh (1972). The endings of cats, dogs and
churches all have the meaning of plural, but differ phonemically-(/ sC/ z/N/a zl) and are therefore allomorphs of the plural rrorpheme.
Bound Morpheme: A bol1nd norpheme is a rzorpheme that must occur with
at least one other morpheme, for example, the -s in cats, the -ing
in singing and the -duce in reduce (Wardhaugh,1972):---A'ccording to
Nida (1961), bound morphemes rarely occur in isolation and include
prefixes and suffixes.
Coinpetence: Competence is defined as the ability of native speakers
to create and to understand grammatical sentences, to detect deviant
and ungrarrmatical sentences and to make other linguistic judgements
about utterences in one's native language (Wardhaugh, 1972). Canpetence is further defined by Slobin (1971) as the "abstract, underlying
fonn of linguistic knowledge.H Dale (1972) defined competence as the
set of principles that a speaker must have in order to speak the
language.
Contentive: Contentives are generally nouns, verbs and adjectives
which carry the primary semantic :rreaning in the sentence. The vast
numbers of contentives render this an essentially "open class"
(Brown, 1973).
Deep Structu-re:

Deep structure is defined as the abstract structure

which is postulated as underlying a sentence, containing the information

necessary for ooth syntactic and semantic interpretation (Wardhaugh,
1972). Phrase structure and base structure are roughly equivalent
terms, meaning the rudimentary elements required for a sentence
(Ferguson and Slobin, 1973).
Derivational :r-broheme: This term refers to the process by which noninflectional affixes are added to bases to form w::>rds, as in en- in
enjoin, -ful in hopeful and ooth d:ls- and -ful in distrustful\Wardhaugh, 1972). Derivations may change the grammatical class of the
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mro

(langaker, 196 8) •

Free l'bJ:1?heme:

A free norpheme is a linguistic unit that can occl.D."
as an independent word, such as cat, judge and happy (Wardhaugh,
1972). Nida (1961) defined free rrorphe"lles as those morphemes which nay
be uttered alone and are always a root ~rd such as ooy, girl, arrl man.

Functor: Functors are chiefly inflectional morphemes, articles and the·
copula. Functors represent a relatively closed class of words as contrasted to contentives and are less :important to meaning (BrlOwn, 1973).
~enerative

Transfonnational Grarrnnar: Generative grammar or t:r.ansfornational gramma--rr's a granurar that gener~tcs sentences, assigns structural descriptions to these sentences and relates deep structures to the
surface structure and sounds in a particular language (Wardhaugh,
1972). A generative grammar is also d~fined as a system_ of rules that
derive an infinite set of well-formed sentences and assigns them
correct structural descriptions (Fergu~on and Slobin, 1973). The
tenns generative gra.mnar and transformational grannnar are used interchangeably throu~'1out the literature. :
I
I

Inflectional Morphemes: Inflectional horphemes are affixes, usually
suffixes in English, that change the fonn of a ~rd without changing
it' s gra.mm3.tical class or basic meaning. Nouns and verbs may be
inflected for plural, possessive, past tense or present progressive
tense (Wardhaugh, 1972).
!

Levels of La..riguage: Levels of language refers to three aspects of
linguistic performance: imitation, comprehension and production or
expression. These aspects of linguitic performance with regard to
assessment models are discussed by Brqwn (1973), Carrow (1971) and
Rosenberg (1970).
Lexicon: Lexicon is defined by Wardhaugh (1972) as the vocabulary
of a language.. langaker (1968) furth~r defined the lexicon as the
inventory of rrorphemes and their poss:i,ble combinations to form nore
complex lexical items.
j

I

Morpheme:
meaning.

A morpheme is generally defined as the mininal unit of
Cats contains two such units, unwisely, three (Wardhaugh
langaker (1968) stated the :rrorpheme is the minirral unit of

1972).
grannratical structure with a fairly clear and consistai:it meaning.

Morphology: Morphology is briefly defined by Nida (1961) as the
study ofrri::>Y?hemes and their arrangements in fanning lhOrds. Carroll
(1967) stated that rrorphology is the listing of words and meaningful
forms of language and the specification of the ways these forms may
be m:xlified when placed in various contexts.
MorEh~E._honernics:

Bruwn (1965) stated the inter-dependence of rrorpholo-

gy and phonology create an area between the two, morphophonemics.
Morphemes follow certain p~..onological rules of occurrence in speech_.
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lt>rphophonemic rules are needed to bring the composi1e sentence to a
recognizable fonn at the surface level in a sentence.
Perfonnance: Actual linguistic behavior or the translation of
.
kn<Y~ledge or competence into action is called perfonnance (Dale, 1972). ·
Performance nay not accurately represent competence due to the inter,ference of psychological and physiological factors such as age,
fatigue or tension (Slobin, 1971).
Phonology: Phonology is defined as the specification of units of
sormd which coinfCse v.x:>rds and other forms ir1 language (Carroll,
1967).
Psycholinguistics: Psycholinguistics is defined by Wardhaugh (1972)
as the study of the irrter-relationships of psychological and lil1o01.1istic
behavior. The application of transformational grammar to the study of
language development i.~ children has become kno"t-m as psycholinguistics.
Slobin (1971) wrote: "PsycholiI\:,CTl.listics brings together the theoretical
and empirical tools of both psychologJ and linguistics to study the
mental processes underlying the acquisition and use of language."
Semantics: Semantics.is generally defined as the specification of the
meanings of linguistic forms and the syntactical patterns in relation
to objects, events, processes, attributes and relationships in li.L'"'lguistic
experience (Carroll, 1967).
Surface Structure: Surface structure, as distinguished from deep
structure, is the superficial, phonetically represented utterance paired

with semantic interpretations and syntactic order. The mediation
between deep and surface structures>_a{!complished through abstr·act
structures generated by the syntactic component of grarnnar (Slobin,
1971). In other v-ords, the deep structure is represented by abstract,
syntactic strings which become phonetically represented at the surface level as phonetic strings--the actual utterance heard. Similarly,
surface structure is described by Wa.rclh.augh (1972) as the gra'I'lm.3.tical
relationships anong the \a.~rds of an actually utter-ed or observed
sentence.
Syntax: Generally, syntax is defined as the set of principles for
combining v.ords to form grammatical sentences (I.angaker, 1968). The
concept of syntax has been expanded in the tra'1sforrnational grammar
frameYK>rk and is defined by Carroll (1967) as the specification of
patterns in which li.rlguistic fonns may be arranged and of the ways
in which these patterns may be modified or tra't"lsfonned in varying
contexts. Syntax operates on two levels. At the surface level, syntax is related to the ordering of norphemes and the phonological
structure of a sentence. At the deep level, syntax is related to
semantic interpretation (Slob41, 1971).
Transformational Rules: Transfornational rules se...l'Ve to ultimately
derive the surface strl.ng yielding an observable utterance. These
I'Ules map such underlying strings into newly structured strings that

s
are progressively closer to actual sentences. They delete, permute,
add or subtract elements in these strings (Ferguson and Slobin, 1973).

"''
(

'

CHAPrER II
REVIEW OF TiiE LITERATURE

Recent studies of language developnent have centered around
the theories of genera·tive transfonnationa.1 gremnar.

The combination

of linguistic theory and psychological considerations of language
behavior has become known as psycholinguistics.

Researchers such as

Brown and Bellugi (1964), Miller and Ervin (1964), Kl.ina

and Bellugi

(1966), Menyuk (1969) and Brown (1973) have contributed great quantities of data through longitudinal studies of English speaking children.
The interpretations of their data and that of other researchers in
this

fie~d

have begun to reshape traditional concepts of la.J'1coUage

development.
Normal Language Developnent
Transformational gremnar provides a m:xiel for research in
language developnent.

The general features of this model will be

reviewed briefly in this section, with p:rrticular emphasis on the
development of norphology, specifically inflections.

Nida (1961)

has stated that no p:rrt of language can be adequately c;Iescribed without reference to all other p:rrts.

For this reason, general theoreti-

cal background will be considere~ first.

Biolozi£aJ. Basis of Language
It is generally assumed hlm1al1s possess specific capacities
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for language which other species do not.

Hunan language, apart from

comnunication systems of other species, was defined by Carroll (1967):

A language is a structured system of arbitrary vocal sounds
and sequences of sounds which is used, or can be used, in

interpersonal comnunication by an aggregation of hunan beings
and which rather exhaustively catalogs the things, events and
processes in the human environment.
The developnent of the human brain is the pr:inary biological
prerequisite for Man's unique language capacity (Menyuk, 1971).
Lermeberg (1967) has written extensively about maturation and the
developnent of the brain as correlated processes in the developnent of
language.

He concluded that it is not ix>ssible to assign any specific

neuro-anatomic structure to the capacity for language, but that it is
most probably due to the peculiar way the various parts of the brain
w::>rk together.

Menyuk ( 1971) concluded similarly that Man's unique

capacity to acquire language is related to the functioning of his
brain and the comparatively long period of maturation.
Hunan physiological capacities and restrictions are tl'nught to

be related to language skills.

Physical naturation and language

development have been correlated by Lermeberg (in Menyuk, 1971). The
developnental process of language acquisition, motor coordination and
cognition have generally been characterized as a continuing "differentiation" as the child becomes more adept in all c3rea.s (Menyuk, 1971,
and lbpper and Narenore, 1973).

The biological basis for language, as discussed above, has been
further extended to suggest Man has an "innate capacity11 for language
which other species do not.

McNeill (1971) presented the basic

gr'anmatical relations of nouns and verbs in early child language as evi-
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dence of an innate capacity for language.

Generally then, a basic

postulate of generative transfonnational gramnar is that the human is
born with certain physiological and psychological capacities which
lay the foundation for species-specific language skills.

Generative Transfonnational Gra.rnnar
Transfornationa.l grammar was defined by McNeill (1966) as a
distinction between the superficial and underlying structures of a
sentence.

The adult speaker of English, for example, performs

"transformations" on his
utterance.

pre-ver~

thoughts in order to derive an

Chomsky (1971) discussed the underlying structures of an

utterance or sentence as being abstract linguistic infonnation.

The

process of deriving an utterance from abstract linguistic information
or deep structures is then the application of changes or transfonna.tional rules.

Transformational rules specify in what ways the basic

sentence patterns can be transformed and in what order the rules are to

be

applied ccarro11, 1967).

Chomsky stated that trcmsformational

operations are exceedingly complex and can be shown in "a fairly
complex, but reasonably natural algebra."
There are several levels preceding the sentence.

The first is an

abstract thought, followed by oosic gramnatical units, underlying strings,
the kernel sentence and finally the surface structure or actual sentence
(Chomsky, 1971).

Transfonna.tional rules relate the deep and surface

levels, allowing the speaker to generate an infinite number of sentences
from a finite set· of basic of units (Mc."Ieill, 1966).
m:xlel is based on a process of generative grammar.

Tl')e transformational
The speaker-listener

10
compares input sigra.ls with basic gramna.tical units of syntax, seirantics, morphology and phonolgy (Chomsky, 1971).

The knowledge that

htmlans possess to accomplish this evaluational procedure has been called

"canpetence" (Chomsky, 1971 and McNeill, 1966).

The application of

canpetence is called

"perf~e".

levels of language:

:imitation, comprehension and production.

Performance can operate at three

Generative transfonrational gramna.r has incorporated the terminology of rrore traditional structural linguistics to describe language
performance.

Syntax, senantics, morphology and phonology are included

in perfonnance (Ruder, 1972).

The syntactic com1xment of Chomsky's

generative grammar has four levels:

phrase-structure rules, lexical

sub-catagorization rules, transfonnational rules and morphophonemic
rules (Cazden 1973).

An example of the application of these four

levels in operation is provided in the literature by Brown a...."1.d Cazden
(1973).

From extensive sampling of utterances made by Adam, tvx:> years of
age, Brown and Cazden ( 197 3) wrote a grarnrrar for

him~

According to

Adam's grc3lllliar, a possible utterance, ' 1Where those dogs goed?" was
constructed,

The :imp::>rtant rules required to derive this utterance

will be briefly discussed in this section

·m order

to illustrate the four

levels. of the syntactic component of transformational gramrrar listed
above.

The imp.::>rtance of the following discussion will be to denon-

strate the complexity in the language of a two year old.
and surface

The deep

structures of Adam's utterance are mediated by the changes

made according to certain rules.

The interaction of derivational rules

and their complexity are especially important to consider when comparing

11

the language of nonnally developing children to mentally retarded
individuals.
In order to derive the surface structure of the utterance, "Where
those dogs goed?," a set of rules is required which are part of the syntactic component of generative transformational gramrrar •. Initially,
at the deep structure level, phrase structure rules are applied to
code the utterance into nominal and predicate and a string of abstract
symbols for what will become a string of m:>rphemes.

Morphemes are

symbolized as imp (impe_YB.tive) wh (wh--question) and neg (negative).

The

formula shown below represents the germs from which the imperative,
interrogatives and negatives can be developed.
gramnai~,

tional

According to transfonna-

fourteen phrase structure rules are applied to derive

the string of abstract symbols for morphemes below:

(--:;:;..·m~s:

"ma.y

be re-written as 11 )

1.

Sentence

(imp/wh) + neg

Nominal + predicate.

From the first phrase structure string shown above, a new string
is derived as the next step.

Instead of the actual words in the sentence

the new string contains symbols for lexical categories (parts of speech)
to which the symbols belong.

The lexical categories are symbolized

below as NP (notm phrase) Det (determiner) and N (noun) which is further elaborated into a string of abstract symbols representing parts of
speech:

wh (implying question), Det (determiner), N. (noun), past

indicating past tense), V (indicating verb) and somewhere (symbolizing
preposition) • These are shown below:
2.

NP

~(Det)

+ N-;.wh--Det--N--past--V--somewhere.

From the phrase structure level, Adam's utterance noves to the
subcategorization level where lexical category symbols shown above are
replaced by appropriate lexical items 'Which are closer to the w::>rds
heard by the speaker/liste..r1er.

The lexical items substituted for phrase
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struc1:'1A.""'e symOOls are shot\n belaw:

3.

(Wh)--those-dog-(Past)-go-somewhere ..

The steps discu.<3sed above are the essential ones for a base or

deep structure for Adam's u."tterance.

Fram the point of a lexical string,

as in 3. above, tr.ansfonn:itiona.l rules are applied to ftrr"b'ler direct
the pathtays of change required for surface str:higs.

Twenty-four

transformational ru.les are said to be :required in Adam's utterance
(Brown and Cazden, 1973).

discussed here.

odiy two

iJnrortant transform.=3.tions i-r.i.11 be

The :important trai'"'lSforma.tions used in this utterance

are the incor'J:'X)ration of wh and sornewhere and the affixation of the past

to the main verb (MV) "go ti.

These two transfo:rnational rules are

illustrated below as rule numbers XIV and XIX.
4.

XIV.

wh incorporation for .MV sentences:

wh-Nominal--Verb (Nominal)--somewhere

-~lies

wh + somewhere

wh + scmewhePc--Nontlnal--Verb (NO&J'"1ina..l)
SoJitence~wh -<-

XIX.

somewhere--those dogs--{Past)--go.

Aff:L""\ation of Pa&-t:

x1-CPast) aux--V-x 2 folplies x1--V

cx1

=Past-x2

and x2 s~ly stand for any other sentence constituents)

Ser.itence-;:r. wh + somewhe:r'e--·those--dog--go + past

The final stage in the der•ivation of Ada.m's uttei...ance involves
t..tie application of phonological rules at the morphophonemic level as the

composite sentence is brought to a recognizable form.

Three morphophone-

mic rules arie required to derive the word 11where" from the symbols
wh

+ somewhere, ''goedn from syml:ols go + pa.st and to pluralize dog

to dogs.

The application of these rules is shown below:
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5.

wh +

sonewhe...~--.where

Verb (go) +

Past~go

+ eel

(goed)

Noun + Plural-=-dog + s (dogs)
Sentence~Where

those dogs goed?

In this example the second rule is an erroneous f onn of the past

:rrorphophonem.ic rule for "go 11 which is:

Verb (go) +

Past~went.

The .importance of the discussion of deep and surface strings in
this section was to dem:mstrate the theoretical
mational grammar in ope.ration.

compo~.__nts

of transfor-

It can be seen in the derivation of

..A.dam's utterance that each comp:ment is dependeri.t upon the other i.e. ,
transfonnational rules change phrase structure strings which are
further nodif ied using phonological and morphological rules.

P~ther

than separate entites, rules of phonology and morphology are encompassed

in transforma.tional gramrrar as the observable components of an interlocking system.
-Ps29holinguistics
The application of the transfornational :rrodel to the study of
child language development mus-t depend on performance aspects as primary data.

1971).

Competence is then inferred from empirical data ( Chapi'1k1.n,

Psycholinguistics, then, combines the theory of generative

grarrmar with the tools of descriptive linguistics.

Carroll (1967)

has outlined the linguistic components necessary for the study of

language development; syntax) semantics, rrorphology and phonology,
as defined earlier· in this pape.r .
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When studying the child' s linguistic ~iavior, his competence

level is inferred fran his performance (Ruder, 1972). 'I'he acquisition of certain linguistic skills is analyzed in order to det~e
the stage of development (Kl.i"lla and Bellugi, 1966).

As he progres-

sively becanes a more sophisticated language user, the child approx-

iniates adult gramrrar.

It is generally stated in the literatu..-ne that

children have acquired major gramnatical patterns by the age of six

years (Carroll, 1967).

The appearance of transfonna.tions in children's speech has been
studied exteJ1sively by Menyuk (1969).

language develops

tiation.

t~ugh

She concluded that children's

a process of greater and greater differen-

She found that children nay over-generalize a regt.llar gram-

w.atical rule and be gramnatically incorrect.

The eJIErgence of the

regular past tense i."'lflection and its indiscriminate use is one ex-

ample.

Cazden (1973) also suggested that inappropriate inflections

such as "goed" can result from.missing or inadequate transformational
rules which govern the additions and deletion of semantic units.

What-

eve.r the 00.sis of children's "errors", the cycle of over-generali-

zations and further diffe..""E!ntiation has been repeatedly observed in
children's language.

This cycle is thought to be an integral part

of increasing gremmtical nastery in children Ctbpper and Nar-emoore,
1973).
Er1}lish Morpi':ology -~d In...~ections

Linguistic behavior, indica·ting the knowledge of rules, has

be~"1

studied widely by maJ1y resea..rchers in the field of psycholinguisitcs.
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Specific rule beha.vior, that of rrorphological inflections, has been
investigated by Berka (1958), Miller and Ervin (1964), lG.ima and
Bellugi (1966), Brown.. and Cazden (1973), Anisfeld and Tucker (1973),

Cazden (1973) and DeVilliers and DeVilliers (1973).

Before discussing

the findings of the above authors, it is imJ;x:>rtant to discuss concept of "rulen behavior and specific norphological rules called inflections.
Slobin (1971) has

~hasized

in linguistic behavior.

the difficulty of rules as evidenced

He pointed out the word "rule" unfortunately

implies that explicit rules of grammar are acquired by children.

Rather

than explicit rules of grarrnner, the present concept of rules is used

in relationship to behavioral evidence, when an individual "acts as
i f he knew a rule."

Clearly, rrost individuals would fail to be able

to state the explicit rule he is using at a specified point in his
~anguage.

The earliest sort of evidence that some sort of rule exists

in child language is found in regularities of behavior.

Ervin-Tripp

stated (in Slobin, 1971), "To qualify as a native speaker, one must
learn • • • • rules •••• This is of course, that one nrust learn to
behave as though one knew the rules. u

·

· B.ruwn .<1965) categorized m0rphemes as "free" and "boundu forms.

Free norpnem=s such as urur1" and "hen are meaningful units that can
stand alone in langUa.ge.

P.ound morphemes ·cannot stand alone, but

modify the meaning of rrorphemes as an llinflection or derivation."
Inflectional norphemes such as Isl,
the w:>rds they m:xlify.

I~!,

/ti and ldl _no not change

It is the bound inflectional morphemes which
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the child must learn to form past, present progressive, plural and

possessive fonus in English. · These
tions called "allorrorphs 11 •

~orphemes

have phonemic varia-

For example, the regular plural Is/ and
In other" v.x>rds, in-

/z/ arie · i:w'J allonorphs of the came morpheme.

flectional oorphemes follow certain phonological rules of occurTence

in speech, e.g., the regular plural Isl ,only occurs after certain
phoneroos to .inflect plurality.

dependence· of

no1~ology and

called "morphophonemics".

Brown (1965) stated that the inter-

phonology create an area between the two

This relationship beween morphology and

phonology has been described as. a difference in the level of structure
by Langaker (1968).

He described morphology as the underlying repre-

sentation of mea.11ing and phonology as the surface structure rules

applied to the mure abstract norpherres.
More recentiy, Brown (1973) has differentiated between the mor-

phemes in language using traditional linguistic terminology, "functors"
a"ld contentives".

Brown suggested

"gra"Ill!atical norphe-nes 11 exist as

a separate class and they are equivalent to

fu.~ctors

in la..11gllage.

Gramratical norphemes or functors are said to play a less than essential role

~

language when compared. ·to contentives.

Rather than provide

the serrantic i..l"lfonna.tion as conter1tives do, "they serve to Jrodulate

meaning.

The following quotation from Brown (1973) nore exactly ex-

presses his concept of grammatical JJX)rphemes:

Still, I and others feel that there is some difference in
the mec1L'1.ings of reference making contentives and nnst gram-

matical morphemes. Some of the latter seem to "tune" or "modulate" the meanings associated with the contentives in the sense
that the modulation is inconceivable without the nore basic
meanings. Thus ~- and the made the thing referred to by a
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noun specific or non-specific. The pres~-it progressive -in_g_
indicates that a process naTited .by a verb is in progress at the
time of speaking. The past inflection indicates that a process
named by a verb began and ended before the tii-ne of speaking.
The plural inflection indicates that the thing referred to by a
noun exists in rrore than one.instance. It does not seem possible to think of these tunings of m:xlulations without the
tltlngs a."id processes they tune whereas it does seem possible
to conceive of t~e latter without the former.
Inflectional norphemes then, serve,to· clarify meaning through
their role in changing

ver~b

tense, pluralizing and further mdifying

the contentives in language •
.Acquisition of F.nglish Inflectional Morphemes
The pattern of

acquisitio~

of English inflections has been ob-

served _by Berke (1958) to be one of "consistency, regularity, simplicity. u

In her study of rrDrphological developnent in 4 to 7

year

old

children, she found that the children progressed consistently in their
ability to apply norpl").)logical inflections to nonsense words.

When

canparing younger and older children, Berko found significant improvement in the performance of plural and present progressive verb tense

with age.
Berko's.technique of inflecting.nonsense stimuli has been used
repeatedly in studies of morphological developnent.

Miller and I:rvin

(1964) presented data that sugge.sted a ti.TJle span between the ability
to inflect lexical w:'.)rds as opposed to nonsense l,..urds or novel words.

There was a small, but reliable, gap of

~

when the children contrasted blo::::k and

·bl.~

wee.'<s between the time

contrasted the nonsense words bik and biJcs.

and the time when they
For other· inflectional

oorphemes, the time gap was greater. · Generally, Miller and Ervin
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found that children were able to form plurals with novel or nonsense tNOrds between the ages of 2 and 3.
Other studies of -b"1e acquisition of inflectional morphemes have
shown general agreement with regard to the order of developnent, although children progress UJ.'1.evenly in their ma.stery ov~ nnrphological
and phonological rules when age is considered (Foley and Locke, 1971,
and Brown, 1973).

In their analysis of the spontaneous speech of

children between 1. 3 and 3. 3 years, Devilliers and DeVilliers (1973)
reported, "The children pnxluce longer and longer sentences and add
basic grarrmatical nnrphemes ••••. The order in which they do this
showed a remarkable degree of invariance. 11 These authors also suggested
granmatical and semantic complexity affected the order of norphological acquisition.

Ga11e-rally, it appears that a combination of factors

in the child's ability to receive and perceive verbal stimuli contri-

butes to the appearance of inflections in his speech.
In his work, Brown (1973) re:fX)rted his and other studies of four-

teen gra:mma.tical n:orphemes and their order of acquisi:tion.
ma.tical norphernes selected by

Bro~

The grarn-

included inflectional norphemes;

acquisition of these n:ot'phemes was based on a 90 percent criterion.
His findings are displayed in Figure .i.

The order of 'norphe.rne acquisi-

tion for Adam, Eve and Sarah are arranged. from top to bottom, representing early to later acquisition.

The spacing of names relative

to Stages I-V and to one another·represent the time spacing in :fX)ints
of age.

Stages are defined by Brown in morpheme Mean Length of Utter-

ance values CM.LU) :
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I(2;3) ~

IIC2;6) Present
progressive
in
on, plural

r

Eve

Sarah

.Adam

I(2;3)

II(2;10 Plural

I

I(l;6)

IIC1;9)

in, on

Present
progressive,
past irregular
Possessive

Present
progressive,

on

Figure 1: Order of Acquisition for Fourteen Grammatical
Morphemes in Three Children Reported by Brown (1973)
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Based

Stage I-

1.75 MLU

Stage IIStage IIIStage rvStage V-

2.25 MLU
2.75 MLU

3.50 MLU
4.00 MLU

u:µ:m this study, Brown concluded the developnental order

of fourteen grarnrratical norphemes
unacquainted Anerican children.

~as

ama.zingly consta11t across three

Ca.zden (1973) presented similar data

in her study of inflections in the speec.11 of these same three subjects

She established a continuum of development for five

used by Brown.

inflections:

plural, possessive, present progressive, present indi-

cative and past tense.

Cazden observed a pattern of no use, followed

by infrequent but correct use, followed by over-generalization of the
particular form.

She interpreted this occurrence as a function of the

continuous developnent of gra.mrratical competence in children.
As mentioned before, Brown (1973) reported an overwhelming generality in the order of acquisition for fourteen gramrratical norphemes.
Table I sumnarizes all of the studies he reviewed.

In a given column,

numbers appear just opposite those morphemes which are developmentally
oroered with respect to one another by data or sumrrary statements.
Considering that different criteria of acquisition were used in every
study represe!lted, the broad agreement anong studies can be said to ·
verify a regular and consistent pattern of acquisition for grammatical norphemes in children's speech •

. ·tanguage of the· Retarded·
Psycholinguistic studies of language developnent have focused on
children of nonnal intelligence.

Only recently has the psycholinguis-

,,,.,....__,."

-

-

--

_....

TABLE I

Brown's acquisition oroer for the 14 rrorphemes and the partial rank orders of acquisition of other investigators (1973)
Menyuk*

Brottm
1.

2-3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Present progressive
in, on
Plural
Past irregular
Possessive
Uncontractible copula
Articles
Past regular
Third person regular
Third person irregular
Uncontractible auxiliary
Contractible copula
Contractible auxiliary
(Perfective)

_ I-

-

1

1

3

1

Blx>wn-Fraser

1

1

1

2

1

1
1
1.5(?)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4·

3

Ervin-Miller

2
1

3
4

2

Loopold

1

1

1

3

1

4
2
2

2
2

5
4

2

-

i'There are three columns for MenyUk because in her rules she provides evidence relating three different
small sets of rrorphemes with respect to one another in terms of acquisition oroer but do~s mt provide

evidence relating :rrorpherres from different sets.

I')

......
-,)

.\.i
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tic nodel been applied to mentally retarded populations.

Jordan (1967)

wrote, "· •• linguistic studies of retaroed persons have been slighted
and

our grasp of the fac-:ts is less than complete." Perhaps the basic

consideration when investigating the linguistic capacity·of the re-

tarded is the ra.ture of the relationship between subnorrral intelligence and language.

Intellectual functioning, or cognition, and

langt.iage present a formidable issue to researchers in this area.

Lan-

guage development at lower levels of intelligence, specifically grammatical acquisition and perform-:mce, has received extensive attention

in recent reseal."Ch.

This section will discuss general features of

language perfonrance in retarded language.
Variables to be C.Onsidered
A recurrent

questio~

in the study of language

develo~..nt

of re-

tarded persons is the relationship of intelligence level, as defined
by Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.), to language skills.

It is generally

assumed that I.Q. is only one factor affecting speech and lariguage

developnent (Smith, 1971).

F.arlier research by Karlin and Strazzula

(1952) suggested that a high

language abilities.

correla~ion

exists be·tween I.Q. and

Goertzen (in Smith, 1971) also reported earlier

that the incidence of language disorders varied according to intelligence.

fvbre recent researc."1 does not supi:ort tl-tese earlier conten-

tions.

Rosenberg (1970) reported a low correlation

be~..veen

intelli-

gence and the stage of language development in m:mgoloid children.
He suggested that I.Q. may be relevant to linguistic skills which

require learnirtg, specifically, gramratical skills requiring trans-
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forma.tional operations and semantics.

Subnormal L'1.telligence, then,

may be responsible for specific limitations in linguistic competence
and perfornance.

Some of these limitations will be discussed later

in this review.
A significant relationship between maturation and language development has been found, as discussed earlier (Lenneberg, et al., 1964).
Menyuk (1971) stated that the language acquisition process in the mentally retarded "shows a slow and modest begin..."1ing until the early
teens" and further suggested that the acquisition process is arrested

in the early teens due to the completion of the ma.turation process.
Rosenberg (1970) also concluded language development is more influenced
by maturational factors than by intelligence.

Institutionalization, as a variable affecting language development
has been mentioned by Yoder and Miller (1971).

Limitations in vocabulary

and sentence complexity observed by Lozar and Wepnan (1972) L"1 the speech
of institutionalized educable retarded subjects were considered.to be influenced by the environmental conditions.

Although this variable was

not discussed extensively, it may be of significance when compar:ing the
language quality of retarded subjects to that of subjects with normal
intelligence.
Incidence of Conmunication Disorders
The failure of rrost incidence studies to separate speech or articulation disorders from specific language disorders creates a confusing
picture.

Since nost data represents the incidence of articulatory dis-

oroers, (Matthews, 1957) the figures below nay be excessively high.
One must also consider that institutionalization, In3.turation and intelligence vary from study to study.

The following incidence data will be

interpreted with the consideration that the figures only represent spe'·
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cific populations.
An extre"'Ilely high percentage of institutionalized mentally retarded

persons have been reported to have speech defects.

Spradlin (1963)

reported 52 to 72 percent, Jordan (1967) reported an incidence of 66
percent of the population at Vinelan~, Training School; and Yoder and

Miller (1971) stated that 47 to 72 percent

of

institutionalized I-'OPUla-

tions have speech defects.
Populations of retarded persons in special schools have shown a
similar pattern of incidence.

Yoder and Miller (1971) reported 72 to

92 percent of retarded children in day care schools have speech and
language defects.
72

to

82 pe...~ent

disorders.

By

Spradlin (1963) similarly reported an incidence of
of the severely retarded in day schools have speech

contrast, populations of mentally retarded children :in

the public schools were reported ·to show an ii.1.cidence of 26 percent with
commmication problems (Yoder and Miller, 1971).
Severity of retardation has also been considered to be a factor
influencing the incidence of speech and language problems.

Schl&"1ge.l'

ci953) .found an incidence of 60 percent in a population with an I.Q.
range from 45· to 70.

Awng the ·severely retarded, Kennedy (in Matthews,

1957) reported 71. 87 percent of "institutionalized imbeciles" and '+ 2. 57
percent of trinstitutionalized ooronsa derronstrated speech defects.

PJ..toough a lack of consistency in incidence studies with regard

to I.Q., age and environment exists, it is gene1"B.lly concluded that
a higher incidence of co:mn:runica·tion disorders is found than in popu-

lations cf nonnal intelligence (Keane, 1972)..

The; incidence of spe-
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cific language deficits has not been established.
Features of Retarded Language
There is evidence

in the literature that retarded persons are de-

ficient in comnunication skills :ill general (Haas and Haas, 1972).

The

nature of language skills in the retarded has been described traditionally as a "developnental delay" when compared to the language skills
of nonnals.

Matthew's (1957) conclusion, that there is no evidence to

suggest speech and language skills of mentally retarded children differ
in kind from those of non-retarded

chil~,

underscores this theory.

The slower biological develo:µnent of retarded persons has been linked

to a developmental delay in language acquisition (Jordan, 1967).

The

slowed acquisition process has generally been thought to be similar to
nonpal developroent ~ but delayed.

More recent studies of language per-

formance in the retarded have questioned this earlier conclusion.
I

Semmel, et al. (1968) described qualitative differences in the ability

I.

to provide abstract verbal definitions between retarded and non-retarded

I

I

groups.

This issue will be discussed further, later in this review.

Specific features of retarded language .we_~ described. by. Karlin
and Strazzula (1952). They reported a limited vocabulary, concrete
use of language and a tendency to perseverate in words and ideas.
Carlson and Carlson (1945) stated that sentences are shorter, syntax
..

was below age expentancy and there are errors in noun and verb agree-

ment in language patterns of retarded subjects.

Jorrjan (1967), pro-

vided a similar description, saying the mentally retarded child

acquired speech and language considerably later than the child with
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normtl intelligence.

Keane (1972) has reported a lack of unique

configuration of speech and la."·iguage disorders am:mg the retarded.

Much of the above research has been in the area of phonology (Smith,
1971).

Recent studies of the grammatical skills of the retarded have

been interpreted to indicate l::oth quantitative and qualitative differ-

ences in retarded language perfonnance.
Quantitative/Qualitative Theories
A major issue in the study of language in the retarded has been

the question of differences in developnent of various linguistic skills.

Many researchers have found quantitative differences when comparing the
retarded child's language perfonrence to that of a nonna.l child (Lovell
CL"ld Dixon, 1967). 'rhe data indicating a quantitative difference generally is interpreted as a developnental delay.
Other studies have brought researchers to the conclusion that a

qualitative, or disordered, difference exists (Yoder and Yrl.ller 1971,
and Semnel, et al. 1968).

Semnel suggested mentally retarded subjects

a..rie less capable of per form..i.ng abstract mental operations required to
1

generali.ze grarranatical patterns.
qualitative issue

rPJnain

Definitive answers to the quantitative/

to be stated.

In light of the variables which

influence language developnent and the high degree of in.dividual
variability in developmental rates, the issue becomes more complex
(!.Dzar and Wepnan, 1972).

Yoder and Miller (1971) suggested trat both

a developnental delay and qualitative difference exist in the language
of the retarded.

The

di.fferences found in the language performance of

the retarded will be discussed with particular r-eference to the
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developnent of norphological inflections.
Comparative Studies of 'f-'e>:ryhological ·nevelopnent

I.enneberg (1967) has stated that language "developnental milestones"

a.~ rrore

gence.

He observed in the retarded, the entire developnental process

influenced by naturational factors than by intelli-

is slowed during childhood and arrested during early teens..

Based

on this hypothesis, the grammatical developnent of the retarded should

be similar to normal children, but delayed.
Lovell and Dixon (1967) used the research methods of Fraser,
Bellugi and Brown (1963) to compare the imitation, comprehension and

production skills of educable retarded to subjects of nonnai intelligence.

They found that

scores of 6 year old retarded subjects

nearly identical to tmse of normal 3 year old subjects.

w~~

Serrmel, et

aL (1968) found that retarded subjects in public schools denonstrated
word association responses similar to younger nonral children of a
ccmparable mental age.

Newfield and Schlanger (1968) administered

Berko's nonsense items and contrasting- lexical items to educable
retar<led and nornal childr-en

o

Their results indicated retarded child-

ren learn rnor'Phology in a manner comparable to no:rnal children.

Sub-

jects .in both groups terrled to naster regular and comm:m allorrorphs

first.
A different interpretation, which emphasizes a difference in klnd,

centers around the limited ability of the mentally retarded to general-

.ize gramnatical rules to abstract situations.

13a.Y'll"'Y ( 197 2) reported a

highly significant difference in the comprehension skills of mildly
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retarded, severely reta...-nded and normal subjects. The retarded subjects
had greater difficulty comp:rehe1ding a possessive sentence when it was
contrasted with a present progressive sentence.

Berry concluded the

difference in gramrratical complexity could explain the differences in
performance between retarded and normal groups.
lovell and Bradbury (1967). have investigated the developnent of

English :rrorphologicil inflections in a population of educationally subnonnal special school children using Berke's method of inflecting novel
stimuli.

They found educationally subnonnal CESN) children betwee.t"'l the

ages of 14 and 15 did less well than Berko's normal first graders.
Further, they observed ESN children make relatively little progress in

inflecting lexicon and novel words during the scJ1ool yea.I'S.

Both nor-

mal and ESN groups perfo:rmed better using regular corraron allonorphs

than when using ir:'Tegula.l"', less comron forms.

These authors concluded

ESN subjects inflected lexicon VX)rds as much by usage and me.mry as by

generation of rule fonns .
Menyuk (1964) reporrt:ed that children with delayed speech were un-

able to nove beyond the use of
in their speech.

el~eritary

and general grammatical rules

Ll.mitations in '~arrnr~tical canplexity were also ob-

served by Semmel, et al. (1967) who hypothesized tr.at educable men-

tally retarded children used irore "sequential" strategies when encod.ing and decoding language, rather tha.."1 nore complex "paradigrratic"
strategies.

A limited ability to abstract linguistic forms is reported

elsewher-e by Papania

(195t~),

who investigated the verbal definitions of

educable retai-Ued and no:rnal
subjects.
.
.
'

. The evidence of a qualitative difference mentioned above

~ay

rot
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be opposed to the quantitative concept.

gramnatical capacity niay exist

the mentally retarded.
answering the

A combined delay and limited

concurre.~tly

irt the language skills of

The importance of this issue may mt be in

quantitative/qualita~ive

how retarded subjects learn

l~age.

question, but in describing
Yoder and Miller (1971) sug-

gested evaluation of retarded .subjects' performance at all levels of
language is imix>rt:ant to discover l:inguistic str·engths or effective

language behavior, rather than defective behavior.
Assessment 9f Language Skills
Assessment of language skills has become increasingly influenced
by psycholinguistic models of lc3.nguage competence.

The proble.'Il of in-

fer.ri..'Tlg competence through the. ~alysis of imperfect performance data

has been emphasized throughout the iiterature (Ferguson and Slobin,
1973).

The

~eed

for complete evaluation at all levels is stressed by.

Car.row (1971) a..1d Rosenberg (197'0). ·-, This section

cholinguistic nodel for

language·_asse~sment

cifically at the level of

no::ppho~ogical

will review the psy-

and its application, spe-

developnent.

Cqmpetence and Perfonnance

The concept of linguistic competence is ba.sic to the theory of
generative grarrmar.

As

discussed earlier in this review, Chomsky (1971)

pr..>stulated the adult speaker has knowledge or competence with whiei11
to judge the gramrmticalness of sentences.

The task of the psycholin-

guist is to discover the cl1ild' s ·stage of li.Tlguistic competence, or
the level of his grammatical de.velopment.
' - ---

~

~

This is done through

. r\
. . 1:~

. '.

\.-~{~""'

•~

~

..
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empirical observation and
of language..

evaluat~on

of perfonnance at specific levels

Ruder (1972) described the perfonna.'1.Ce data as the

"language co11>us" from which t~· linguist atte.."llpts to :infer and

describe the child's knowledge _of language, or competence.

Models of

Assesrnr~nt

In order to best describe the child's stage of linguistic compe-

tence' analysis of performance

at

se'Jei'")al levels is necessary.

Rosen-

berg (1970) has presented a m<Xlel of assessment which specifies that
analysis of perfonnance should be on three levels:
hension and production.

imitation, compre-

Carrow (1971) characterized these levels some-

what differently in her model of assessment as three levels of language
functions which are represe.t'lted in perfonnance.

She defined Leve:l I

as sensation, Level II as perception and Level III as language formulation.

Level III is the most complex,·. serving to integrate the .concep-

tual and linguistic systems.

Carrow (l971) emphasized the need t0

evaluate each individual subject at all levels of language functioning,
altering test items to suit the rl:eed for complete diagnosis.

Seigal

(1972) also suggested an individualistic approach to linguistic evalua-

tion yields more valuable :i.nfonnation·•.
Yoder and Miller (1971) outlined sane basic considerations for a
language evaluation strategy.
1.
2.
3.

4.

w"'hat is the child's comprehension of language?
What is the level of prqduction of language?
What is the gap between the _child's comprehension and
production of language?
What is the gap between lar1guage abilities (comprehension
and production) of the child and that of the language
users in the corrmunity?

The suggested considerations for assessment by Carrow (1971) and
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Yoder and Miller (1971) have particular relevance for language evaluation of the mentally retarded.

Two of the specific tools designed

to determine linguistic competence

t~ugh

eliciting the performance

·:

of norphological rules will be "discussed in the following sections.
Imitation, Comprehension and Pmduction
I

~est

Fraser, Bellugi al'ld Brown (1963) have investigated the hypothesis

that comprehension precedes production of lc4"1gllage.
\
!

I

I

They designed a

test,. Tl]e Imitation, Comprehension and Production T€:st, which examined
linguistic perfornance at these three levels.

Ten gramma.tical contrasts

were presented to their subjects, 12 nornal children between the a.ges
of 37 and 43 nonths.

Their general findings indicated that production

(P), was less advanced than comprehension, but that imitation (I) ·was

more advanced than comprehension (CL

These earlier findings

recently

rave been questioned and re-interpreted by Ferguson and Slobin (1973).

These authors have stated that the superiority of imitation over comprehension reported by Fraser, Bellugi and Brown may have been a
result of the complex items presented
a.11d Slobin

ICP test itself.

Ferguson

have also suggested that imitation niay actually appear to be

superior to comprehension and

child's "edge tr of competence.

producti~n

cu~d

when forms are presented at the

He· _may recognize a'Y'ld iniitate these forms .

correctly but nay not rave mastered

hension

m the

th~

well enough for use in compre-

p:r.oduction.

The ten gramnatical contrlasts selected for the ICP were based. upon
previous work of Brown and Fraser (1963) that showed complete mastery

ovep these forms was not comron in children under 4 years of age.
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The ten problems

~'ere

presented in similar order in iJnitat ion, compre-

hension and production tasks.

The ten contrasts are:

1. Mass Noun/ Count n01.m
2.
3.

Singular/Plural, marked by inflections
Singular/Plural, marked by· is and arie

lf..

Present progressj_ve/Past t~se
Present progressive/FUture:tense

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Affirnative Negative .
Singular/Plural, of third ~_rson possessive
Subject/Object, in the active voice

Subject/Object, in the passive voice
Indirect object/Di.rec~ object

For each gramma.tical contrast, six exaJ1lples were constructed.

utterance pairs were assigned to each of the tasks, I, C and P.

1\\0

Each

stimulus was accompanied by a brightly colored line drawing.
The ICP Test is not stcurlaiuized, but has been said to yield data

comparable with the Michigan Picture-Language Inventory by Leriea
(Carrow, 1971).

Lovell and Dixon

with 6 year old educable meritally

the retarded subjects
subjects.

(~967)

have used the ICP procedure

re~arded

performed.com~ably

Further resea.-nch with

olde~

children.

They reported

to nonnal 3 year old

retaroed and norma.l subjects

is needed to describe the grammatical skills of trat age group.
Berko' s Test

Jean Berko (1958) nade an

import~"'lt

methodological contribution

to the investigation of language ·developnent with her study of English
norphological developnent in nonnal children.

Hex"' test of morphology

was designed to elicit children ts pn::<luctive control of various
inflections by presenting novel or nonsense syllables in contexts
r-equiring inflections.

The specific iriflections tested were plu.t"'al,

!X)ssessives, tr.drd per'son singular, past. tense, present progressive
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and the superlative.

In order to test for the knowledge of norphological
I

I

rules of different types and.und~r varying conditions, a list of
nonsense vX>1"tls which followed, thd phonological rules of English
constructed.

These 27 items

\..Ja.S

jNfilj presented with cartoon figures to

subjects betr..:een the ages of i~ :-.- aricr, 7 years.
Berke's results showed ·that c['lildren made significantly rrore errors
·,

with the less comrron allorrorp}'.ls of the plural tha."1 with possessives.
M::>st of her subjects correctly formed the less cormon allomorph /e;z:../
with a lexical word, but had difficulty generalizing it to nonsense
~rds.

Berke's approach has been used widely in the study of norphological develop!lent of normal and mentally retarded children.

Anisfeld

and Tuckel" (1973) have nost recently refined Berko' s technique by

matching the nonsense words phonetically, with the exception of one
phoneme.

Their extensive study of pluralization with mininal nonsense

pairs has shown the complexity of pluralization.

Berke's test has

also been used with educable mentally retarded children (Lovell and

Bradbury, 1967), (Newfield and Schlanger, 1968), (Dever, 1972), (Wiig,
et al., 1972).

Newfield and Scrµanger
.
. (1968) concluded that retarded

children perform similarly to yotmger. normal subjects.

Dever (1972),

questioned the applicability of. _Berka' s test to predicting the produc-

tive control of rrorphology in retarded subjects.

He discussed the need

for other measuries of morpmlogy in addition to nonsense st111Uli.

·sunnary

---

This review has briefly sunmarized the broad applications of psy-

3~

cholinguistic theory with regaiid to language developnent in the
retarded.

A rormal nodel of language developnent was presented in

which the stages of increasing language competence have been observed
.

,.

to be fairly consistent, althoµgh children va.ry in age of acquisition.
The productive body of psycholinguistic researc.l-i pruvides an :important
fra"OOWJrk for studying linguistic skills of the retarded.

Representative profiles of .language competence are not yet available
for retarded p:'.)pulations.

Considering the complexity of la'1gllage develop-

ment c;md the varied limitations in retarded persons, this nay not be a
.realistic objective.

Perhaps only developnental trends can be estab-

lished, with the main emphasis on individual language capacity.
description of performance variants

~

Further

retarded persons is needed to

define positively particular corrmunication strengths.
Brovm and Fraser (1964) have stated:

Nornal adults speaking their-native language seem to possess
a set of rules of ~rd construction and sentence construction
which enable them to go beyond speech they have actually heard
and practiced to the creation of lawful novelties.
In the tenns of transformational ·grarnnar, linocruistic compete..,,.ce is

jndicated by consistencies of linguistic behavior or pe.rfonnance.

Of

p:trticular :importance to this study are patterns of perfonnance in the
speech

of D1R adolescents t.fuen using certain rrorphological rules called

inflections.

CHAPTER III
METHOD$ AND PROCEDURES

··Subjects
This study included twenty-foU!' subjects from

nn

p:>pulations,

educable mentally retarded (EMR) adolescents and school-aged children
of normal L1telligence.
n..=mged

In the experimental group, the !MR subjects

in age from 15 years, 6 rronths to 20 years, 1 rronth with a

mean age of 17 years, 0 rronths .· Fach experimental subject was rratched
for mental age to a control subject·· of normtl intelligence.

The ages

of the control group ranged froin 8 years, 1 m:mth to 15 years, 1 m:mth

With a IDE:all age of 11 years, 4 rronths.
Twelve experimental subjec_ts were randomly selected from a subject

pool of thirty-one students placed in a vocational program for the

educably retarded in the Vancouver School District. , Twelve control
subjects were selected frorn school aged children of normal intelligence

placed in regular classrooms of sPn.ilar mental ages to exper:i.mentals.
All subjects were screene9, fO!' hearing acuity, articulation and
ova.via.11 speech intelligibility.

Variables of sex, socioeconomic status

and cultural oockgrotll"id were not. controlled.
subjects were screened for previous
educable retardation.

Previous ~ Traini1*.

~ge

Additionally, experimental

training and diagnosis of
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Subjects who had previously received formal language intervention

with

the·~nterey ~nguage

Program or

the'Distar·~~u.age·Progra'Tl

were

excluded from this study.

Mental !Yge
Mental age was estimated by administering the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test (PPV'l'), Form B Cbunn, 1965) to all subjects and \eriving

a raw scol'.."e.

Experimental subjects were selected first and then each

ma.tched to a control subject within three points of raw score on the
PPVT.

PPVT raw scores ranged from 106 to 68 in the experimental group

with a nean score of 83. 6.

PPVT raw scores ranged from 106 to 67 in the

control group with a mean of 83.4 (Table II and III).

Diagnosis.

School records and teachers.were consulted in oY<ler to verify the
diagnosis of educable retardation for the experimental group.
Hearing Acuity_
Each subject passed a hearing

ac~1ity

screening test presented

bilate!'ally at 25 dB in the speech frequencies, 500 P...z, lK Hz, 2K Hz and

'+K Hz.

All subjects were screened using a Beltone audiometer (Model

10-C).

Hearing testing was perfonned ma.quiet office with the door

closed •
.Articulati~:m

and

Spe~ch

Intelligibility

A br ie.f sample of a speech a"1d articulation performance was ob1
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TABLE II
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND 'MW SCORES ON PPVT, FORM B FOR EXPERTI1EJ'..1T..l\L AND

CONTROL GROUP

Control Group

Experimental Group
Subject

C.A.

1

16-1
16-8
16-0

2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9

10
11
12

PPVT R.S.

106
98
93
91

17·-5

17-10
16-10
15-6
18-4
15-10
16-6
20-1
16-9

Subject

..

90

82
82

81

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

:

21
22
23

80
79
74

. 24

68

:

PPVT R.S.

C.A.

14-0
12-5
12-5
12-7
15-4
9-9
11-11
13-1
10-2
10-7
7-9
8-1

I

106
100
93
93

88
82

81
80
79
76
72

67

'.

TABLE III
MF.AN CHRONOIDGICAL AGES

A.~)

MFAN RAW· SCORES ON PPVT FOR EOTH GROUPS
l
I

Experimental Group

Mean C.A.
17-0

..

Control Group

Mean R.S.
. .

Mean C.A.

83.6

11-3

-

Mean R.S •
.

.

83.4

l
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tained from each subject.

In oroer to evoke spontaneous speech, ques-

tions were asked by this investigator concerning hobbies, family life
and pets.

The subjects' responses were tape recorded and judged ac-

cording to general intelligibility.

Subjects with 100 pe_-ricent speech

intelligibility were included in this study.

Additionally, each sub-

ject was required to count to ten and to repeat several sentences
after the investigator as a measure of articulation for the phonemes;

Isl , I zl , /t/ , I di and
inflections.

/~/

, wh.ich are necessary consonants for English

Subjects with severely distorted articulation for these

particular phonemes were excluded from the study.

Instrumentation

I·
1

This investigator administe..red a modified fonn of Berke's Test

of English Morphology_
the

Imita~ion,

(fil'EM) (Be!'ko,

Comprehension

~1d

1958) and a JI'Qdified form of

Production Test (ICP) (Frase.r,

Bellugi and Brown, 1963) to each subject.

Twelve items were se-

lected from the BrEM which test four inflectional ~rpehmes; plural,
past tense, possessives and presei1t progressive.

Additionally,

stimulus items were shortened to eliminate excessive ve1...bal information to the subject.

Twelve pnxiuction items, four ·comprehension

items and four imitation i terns were selected from the ICP test which

were gramratical contrasts for the same inflecticnal rrorphemes listed
above.

A further rrodificaticn of the ICP was the construction of new

itens changing possessive pr'Onouns to nouns i.ri
contrasts (See Appendix A) •

singular~ and

plural
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· Test Administration

Testing was conducted individually in a quiet room with the investigator and the subject seated side by side at a table.

Was

Fach test

administered as follows:
1.

BI'EM was administered using verbal and vislliu stimuli.

The

investigator presented a colored cartoon drawing of. an ima.ginary crea-

ture and named the figure.

The subject

W3.S

then asked to name the

picture as originally named by the mvestigator.

The subject was

then required to respond verbally when asked a question which indicated

i

the necessary inflection.

iI·

2.

Specific stimuli are shown in Appendix A.

The ICP test was administered according to the instructions

provided by Fraser, Bellugi and Brown (1963) and Brown (1975).

Colored

line drawings repre$enting familiar vocabulary accompanied production
and comprehension items.
pictures.

Imitation items were given verbally without

The instructions for the ICP are provided in Appendix A.
Data Analysis

Comparisons in gra.mm:3.tical perfonnance were made within and
between the experimental and control groups.

Mean scores and standard

deviations were determined for ~ perfornBnce of each group on the
production items of the ICP and BI'EM •. Levels of performance on the

ICP:

imi.tation, comprehension and production, were also compared for

the experimental group.
Tests were performed to compare the following: .

1.

A comparison was made between the perfomance of the experi-

mental group on the ICP and

mn.f.
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2.

A comparison was made between the performance of the control

group on the ICP and BTIM.

3.

Comparisons were made between the mean scores of experimentals

and controls on the ICP.
4.

Comparisons were made between the mean scores of the experi-

mentals a.Jld the controls on BY.EM.
Rank order correlations wer-e detennined between levels of perf01..,-

mance on the ICP for the experimental group.

Comparisons were r.cade

between I and C, I and P and C and P.
Chi-square analysis was used to compare the number of experimen-

tal and control subjects using inflections in four categories correctly.
Chi-square analysis was performed :L"l three conditions:

(1) between

canbined categories of inflection on the ICP and BTEM; (2) by separate
categories of inflection on the ICP and BTD1 and (3) by item analysis

on the ICP

a..~d

BrIM.

CHAPl'ER IV
RE....~S

AND DISCUSSION

ttSULTS

The purpose of this study was to investigate the kinds of
differences exhibited L"1 the gr'amnatical performance of educable
mentally retarded (EMR) adolescents using four gra.mnatical norphemes:
inflections for plll"al, possessive, present progressive and past tense.
This study was designed to compare the granrnatical perform:mce of two

g:n::>ups, IMR adolescents aDd subjects of nonral intelligence matched by
mental age.

Comparisons of gPannnatical performance using these four

inflections were made using lexical and novel (nonsense) stimuli..
fications of

~

P'ooi-

evaluations were used to assess the use of inflections:

(1) The Imitation, Comprehension and Production Test (ICP) (Fraser,

Bellugi and Brown, 1963) provided lexical stimuli and (2) Berke's
Test of English Morphology

(BI'EM)

(Berko, 1958) provided novel stimuli.

Comparisons in performance we.re·1I1.ade between the production items of the
ICP and oTU1 within and between groups.

Additionally, patterns of

perfonnance in the experjJnental group (EMR subjects) were exa.tnined.
should be

no~ed

It

that all comparisons ·in perfonnance on the ICP refer to

production items only, unless otherwise stated.
~i~ons

in Performance Wj_thin

Grou~

The performance of the experfa1ental subjects on the ICP was compared

f

...: .....j
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with their perfomance on "b'1.e BI'F.l1.

The same comparison was na.de in

Within the experimental group, oorrelations were

the control group.

determined annng levels of perfonnance on the ICP.

· ·perfonrance of ·Experimental ·subjects.

At test was perfonned to

canpa:re the mean perce..."1.t scores.of the experimental subjects (EMR group)
on the ICP and BTEM.

The mean score for the ICP was ·73 percent with a

standan:l deviation of 13 percent; whereas, the mean score for the BrEM
The resulting t

was 61 percent with a standard deviation of 23 percent.

value· of 1.03 was not considered statistically significant, as it is
below the 0. 05 level.

Table IV illustrates the means, standard deviations

and t value for the perfonna.nce of Il1R subjects for the ICP and BITM.

Perfornance of the Control Group.

For the control group, the

mean soore on the ICP was 90 percent with a standa_-n::l deviation of 8

percent.

The mean score for the BTIM was

ard deviation, 8 pe_n:!ent.

~so

90 percent and the stand-

The identical mean scores and standard devia-

tions resulted in a t value of 0 since no difference existed between the
two tests (Table IV).

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF INTERTEST PERFORMANCE OF EMR AND CONTROL GROUPS (N=12)

Cest group

i Hean Score in percent

ICP

73·

-Standard Deviation
13

(Experimentals)
BI'IM

t

in percent
1.03;~

23

61

..

. ..

(Controls)

ICP

90

8

BTEM

90.

8

O*
RQ.01 p= 2.20

•l

!.
. ..

::~r. . l""",.... ~·.. ~· .... •

.... •... ~

!::'' .......
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Levels of Performance in the Experimental Group.

The levels of

perfonnance on the ICP test (imitation, comprehension and production)
items were correlated within the EMR group.

Rank order correlations

among levels of imitation, comprehension and production revealed high

positive correlations

al:x:ne

the 0. 01 level of significance. Table V

displays rank order correlations for imitation versus comprehension,
:imitation versus production and comprehension versus production.

TABLE V
INTER-CORREIATION OF ICP TEST COMPONENTS FOR EXPERIMENTAL
GROUP (N=12)

Correlation
Coefficient
Imitation
versus
Comprehension

.·

0.872*

''

Comprehension
versus
Production

0.871'~
-

-

Imitation
versus
P.rx:xiuction

0. 924~';.

0.01 p

= .73

Comparisons in Performance Between Groups
The perfornance of the EMR subjects on the ICP a.ntj. BTIM was com-

pared to that of the matched nonnal subjects using t test and chi-square
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analysis. A t test comparison betWeen the

mean

scores of the IMR and

the control groups on the ICP revealed no statistically significant

difference.

The resulting t value of 1. 88 was considerably below the

0. 05 level of significance.

Using a

t

test, the mean score on the

Bl'EM of the control group was compared to that of the. experimental

group. At value of 2.07 resulted, which is statistically significant
at the 0.05 level (Table VI).
TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF. EMR AND CONI'ROLS ON ICP AND

BI'IM

Test Group

(N=24)

Mean Score in percent

Standard Deviation
in percent

ICP
(Experimental)

73

ICP
(Controls)

80

8

61

23

BTIM

t

13
1.88

(Experi.mentals:
BTIM

2.07*
90

8

(Controls)
*'~0.05p

=

2.07

Using chi-square analysis, comparisons were also made between the
numbers of experimental a11d control subjects using correct inflections
for each item of the ICP and BTEM.

Chi-square analysis was performed to compare the exper:imental and
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control groups by combining corresponding categories of inflection on
the two tests, ICP and BTI11.

A chi-square value of 8.60 for past tense

on both tests was significant above the 0.01 level.
co~ing

tl-ie performance of the experimental and

Chi-square values
groups by

contro~

canbined categories of inflection on the ICP and B:rEM are illustrated

in Table VII.
TABLE VII

CHI SQUARE VALUES COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF EMR AND CONrROL
GROUPS BY COMBINED INFLECTION CATEGORIES ON ICP AND BTIM
CN=24)

Plural

Possessive

Past tense

"¥.2

x2

x2

x2

1.609

8. 6Q;':

1.878

3.05

Present Progressive

:I:·

g

64

Chi-square analysis was used to compare the perfo'nnance of EMR
subjects to nonnal control subjects in the use of four inflections,
canpared by categories on the two tests.
difference~

No statistically significant

were found when canparing the perfomance of EMR anc;l normal

controls in categories of

infl~ctions

on the ICP. A statistically

significant difference was found between the perfonnance of IMR and
nonna.l subjects, using the inflection for the past

t~e

chi-square value of 13.99 was considerably above the
significance.

on BTIM.

o.oi

level of

Chi-square values comparing the perfonnan:;e of both

A
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groups by categories of inflection on the ICP and BrIM are shown in
Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
CHI SQUARE VALUES COMPARING IMR AND CONTROL GROUPS BY PER-

FOruw.l'CE IN FOUR INFLECTION CATEGORIES ON ICP AND BI'Il1 SEPAFATELY (N=24)

Plural

Present

Past ta"1se

Possessive

·

x2

x2

x2

ICP

1.2

1.36

1.89

BI'EM

3.108

2.847

13. 89i;

Pro~ssive

x2
.0448

2.18

I

.

X' S1g. 0.01

10f : 6.64

The comparisons of the response patterns of the two gruups for
each item showed no statistically significant differences in performance on the ICP.

Performance on isolated items using inflections for·

plurals and possessives approached the 0.05 level of significance with
respective chi-square values of 3.33 and 2.66.

Chi-square values for

ICP item.canparisons are listed in Table IX.

TABLE IX
CHI SQUARE VALUES FOR ITEM COMPARISON BETWEEN GROUPS ON THE ICP (N=24)
Plural

Item
O.a
2b
4a

Ga
Ba
X£

x.2

Item

0.25
0.375
0.375
0.562
0.12

2a
· 6a
9b
12a

sig. 0.05 lOf : 3.84

Possessive

Past

x2

tense
x2

·rtem

0.562
• 0069.4
1.04
.00694

3b

Sa
7b
lOb

2.66
0.38
3.33
1. 74

Present
Pro~ssive

Item

·.

3a

0.25

Sb
7a
lOa

0.562
0.375
0.375

...

X

.
4

sig. 0.01 1°f

x2

= 6.64
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Chi-square analysis of items on the BTIM showed statistically
significant differences in performance between groups on some items
requiring the use of inflections for plural, possessive and past tense.
Highly significant differences alx)Ve the 0.01 level were. found in the

use of the plural and possessive allonorph, /-az/, an_d past tense, /'eJd I,
with respective chi-square values of 8.42, 13.6 and 13.99.

Differences

in the use of the past tense allorrorph, /d/, exceeded the 0.05 level of

significance with a chi-square value of 4.195.

The use of the allonorph

for inflecting plural, I zl with a chi-square value of 3 • 33, approached
the 0.05 level of significance •. In all of the reported differences,

Il1R subjects performed significantly poorer than the control group
(See Table X).

TABLE X
CHI SQUARE VALUES FOR ITEM COMPARISONS BY GROUPS ON THE BrEM (N-24)
Possessive
Item

13.6*

2

13.99*

5

0.562'

7b

0.25

1J.

1.515

8

0.562

12a

0.375

10

12b

0.25

x2

Item

l

0.562

7a

3

a·.42~~

Item

6

.3.33
0.562

9

n.1

x2

Pro~ssive

Item

x2

4.195+.

0.562
~

~Y~

Present

Past
tense
x2

Plural

~ia_

n_n~

1or =

~-~u

~

g

io -

= 6. :>4

Inter-Group versus Intra-f'..:iroup Comparisons
The sig:nificance of intra-group comparisons relative to perfonnance
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on the ICP and BI'Il1 was not analyzed statistically because of the
limited anount of data provided by the snail number of subjects in

this study.

Inspection of the data suggested a high degree of similar-

i ty of perfonnance within the control group and a lesser.degree of

similarity within the experimental group.

These trends were observed

in the mean scores and standard deviations for each test within

groups.

A mean score of 90 percent with a standard deviation of 8

percent for both the ICP and the BTIM in the control group suggested
a SID3.ll degree of variance of perform:mce for that group.

A greater

variance was shown in the perfonnance of the experimental group with
a mean score of 7 3 percent and stan:lard deviation of 13 percent on the
ICP and a mean score of 61 percent and standard deviation of 23 percent

on BrEM.

The reader rna.y refer to Appendix B for more detailed. obser-

vation which lists .individual scores by percent for each group on the
ICP and BI'EM.
The numbers of experimental and control subjects using correct
inflections on the ICP and BTEM are illustrated in Figures 2, 3, 4 and
5 by categories of inflection (plural, possessive, present.progressive
and

past tense).

These figures emphasize certain patterns of perfor-

mance which are cornrron to" each respective gruup.

For example, most

experimental subjects, 10 of 12, failed to use the allorrorph,

/~z

I , to

inlect plural and possessive nouns. .The use <?f the past tense allom:>rphs, Id/, /t/, and

/ad I also appeared difficult for the experimen-

tal gruups since slightly less than half of the subjects used these

allonorphs correctly.

Chi-square analysis reported in the previous

section substantiated these observed trends of comronality within the
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Controls - - .., - - - Experimentals---No.s of
Subjects
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Figure 4. Numbers of expex'iinental and control subjects using inflection
for past tense correctly on ICP and BTEM.
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Fisur'7 5_. Numbers of expeI'imentals and controls using present progressive inflection correctly on ICP and BTIM.
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control and experimental groups.
Although not analyzed statistically, there appeared to be a higher
degree of inter-group variation than variation within groups in the use
of gramnatical irorph.emes to inflect plural, possessive, present progressive and past tense.
Discussion
This investigation sought to answer three essential questions relative to the differences in the use of English inflection for plural,
possessive, pa.st tense and present progressive by educable mentally
retarded (Il1R) adolescents when compared to nonnal controls matched by
!.

mental age to each experimental subject. .statistical findings will be
interpreted in this section relative to each essential question investigated.
The first question was:

In which tasks do EMR adolescents per-

form more successfully? There were tID parts to this question.

The

first compared per•fo:rnance using leY.ical and non-lexical stinruli. · A
comparison between the mean scores of the production items on the ICP
and BTil1 within the experimental ·gr'OUp revealed a difference of 12
percent. Although not statistically significant, thi~. difference
indicated that D'1R adolescents used inflections for lexical stinruli
slightly more successfully than for novel stinruli.

When considering

research :reported by Semmel et al. (196.8), the Il1R subjects in this
study performed better than expected using novel vx:>rds.

Sermnel et al.

(1968) suggested limitations in the ability of the mentally retarded
to abstract grammatical rules.
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The statistically nonsignificant differences folmd between the

mean scores of the control group on the ICP and Bin1 indicated these
two tests are highly similar instruments.

Generally, these differences

between the mean scores within groups on the production .items of the
ICP and BI'D-1 suggested the

~

tests measured the same variables of

linguistic perfonnance, specifically the use of certain grammatical
morphemes called inflections.

These findings do not support research

by Dever (1972) who suggested the BTIM provided a poor prediction of

productive morphology in the speech of Il1R children.

In this study,

the BI'EM and the ICP provided highly similar data in the control group.
Similarities in the performance of the exper:Unental group on the two
instruments also indicated BTEM to be a valid assessment of productive
control of inflections in the speech of EMR adolescents.
illustrates the similarities between

mean

Figure 6

percent scores within grioups

on the ICP and BTEM.
Supplementary to the first question, this investigation sought
to detenn:i.ne at what level Il1R adolescents perfonnec;l rrore succes·sfully
on the ICP test:

imitation- (I), comprehension (C) or production (P)..

Rank·order correlations revealed high .positive correlations between I,
C and P, indicating equal performance at all levels for Il1R subjects.
~ese

findings do.not support e.arlier research by Fraser and Bellugi

and Brown (1963').

In the:ir study of grammatical contrasts with nonnal

children from the ages of 37 to 43 ronths, these authors concluded P
was less adv&J.ced than C, but I was m::>re advanced than C.

The present

investigation did not provide evidence to support diff~nces in perfomance levels reported by Fraser, Bellugi and Brown (1963).
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ICP and BTEM.

(N=l2)
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The second question was:

Do educable mentally retarded adoles-

cents d~nstrate significant differences in their perfonna.nce when
compared to norm:U subjects with the same mental age scores?
~

There

three components to this question; the first was a comparison be-

tween the ·perfonnance of the experimental and controi group's ICP and
BrEM scores.

No

statistically significant differences were found be-

tween the mean scar-es of the experimental group and control group for
the production items of ICP.

A difference between the mean scores of

17 percent indicated the EMR adolescents performed only slightly poorer
than nonnal control subjects when required to produce verba.lly four

i.

English inflections for lexical stimuli.
I.enneberg' s (1967) hypothesis:

This finding tends to supix>rt

gramrratical develoµnent of the retard-

ed is similar to normal children, but delayed.

The statistically non-

significant difference between the mean scores of the EMR group and
normal cont?x>ls indicated the existence of a delayed profile in the use
of.gramnatical morphemes.
Statistically significant differences in. perfo:rnance were found
between the EMR and control groups on BTEM when mean scores were compared.

This finding indicated a comparatively limited ability of the

EHR adolescent to inflect nonsense or novel stimuli when compared to
control· subjects of the same mental age scores.

Figure 7 illustrates

the differences between the perfonrance of the experimental and control
groups for production items of ICP and BTEM.
Chi-square analysis by items on the two tests, by inflection
categories on the tests separately and combined further .clarified the
differences in grarrnna.tical perfornance between the control and experi-
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Differences between mean scores of Experimental and
Control groups on BTF11 and. ICP (N= 24) •
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mental groups.

Item analysis canparing the numbers of experimental

subjects using a particular inflection correctly revealed highly significant ci.ifferences on the BI'EM but. not on the ICP.

These findings

indicated that particular allomorphs of plural possessive and past
tense inflections were especially difficult for' flJ'iR subjects.

Tilis

significantly poorer performance u·sing the allonorphs for plural and
possessive inflection, /43z/, compared to their more successful use
of /s/ and /z/, allonorphs of the same inflection, supports research
by Berka (1958) an::l 1.cvell and Bradbury (1967).

Berka found that

regular, c'Orrm::m allom:::>rphs of the plural were mastered first by nornEl

4 to 7 year olds.

Lovell and Bradbur-y (1967) found 14 to 15 year old

educationally sub-normal subjects performed better when using regular
e.nd corranon all0m:>rphs of F..nglish inflections.

The importance of allarorphic variations i.T'l the productive con-

trol of inflections by Il1R adolescents was further emphasized using
chi-square anri....lysis to compare the perfornance of the groups by

categories of inflections on the ICP and BrFJ1.

A highly significant

difference was observed in the use of the past tense inflection.

'I'his

indicated Il1R subjects used the past tense inflection i::oorly,regard-

less of allonorphic variation.

Statistically non.significant differen-

ces in the use of plural and possessive categories indicated the
importance of allouorphic varia.tion for these inflection categories.
Generally, chi-square analysis revealed the specific diffe..rences

in the grammatical skill of EMR adolescents when required to .inflect
novel stimuli.

EMR subjects

d~mnstrated

specific difficulty genera-

t4ig less comron allonorphs to inflect plural and possessive and in
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generating the general norphological rule governing the inflection
for past tense.

These findings tend to agree wi.th those of l.Dvell and

Bradbury (1967) who suggested educably subnormal (ESN) subjects inflected lexicon and novel mrds as much by usage and memory as by the
generation of rule forms.

findings of this study differ from

The

those of Lovell and Bradbury (1967) in part since the EMR subjects in
this study perfonned significantly poorer than nonnal controls only in
generating rules for certain

i.n..i.~ections

to novel stimuli.

These

findings further support !.Dvell and B!'adbury (1967) who stated the

ESN subjects in their study made relatively little progress in ir>.flecting lexical and novel stimuli during the school years • The EMR
adolescents in this study derronstrated statistically significant differences in ability to irtflect novel stimuli using less comrron allonorphs for plural and possessive and generally for past tense, indicating possible limitations in abstracting these forms.
Secondary to the inter-group comparisons was the question of
variation of performance within groups.

The

statistical significance

of intra-group variability was mt analyzed because of the srrall population in this study.

A

comrron pattern of perforntaJJ.ce was observed in

the control group who exhibited a srraller degree of variance in their
performance on the productive i terns of the ICP ar1d BTil1.

The D1R

group generally ex.1U.bited a greater degree of variability in their
perfonnance on the tvx:> tests.: Inspection of the data revealed comrion
patterns of performance indicating:specific difficulties in the use
of English inflections by IMR_adolescents.

While lx:>th inter- and

intra-group differences appeare~ to atlst, a greater degree of inter-

,. •,._ ,• ;.t . .

~~:;t..

,ft...

i .. !

~

:

·~ ..~
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group difference indicated patterns of performance cornnon to EMR
adolescents which werie discussed in the previous section, specific
limitations in generating inflectional morphemes to novel stimuli.

A third

~~

of the second question relative to the significance

of intra- vs. inter-group differences was not detennined.
The third question investigated was:

If a comronality exists

within the retarded group, what kinds of responses are nos·t prevalent?

This question carmot be fully answe...-ned fran the data provided in this
study.

Inspection of individual percent scores for four inflection

categories on the ICP and BTEM suggested generally p:>erer perfonnance
on the BTI.M than on the ICP with equal perfornance using present

progressive.

The data provided in this study suggests the EMR adoles-

cent develops granrnatical mastery for inflections with few variants such

as the present progressive.

However, when faced with several allo-

morphic possibilities for inflections such as plural, possessive and
past tense, he tends to form inflections using IIDre comnnn allonorphic
forms • These patterns of performance may be explained by a limitation

in grammatical competence in the Il1R; he may not be able to generate
morphological rules for inflections with several variants due to a
lirnited ability to abstract less

well~learned

forms.

For nore detailed observation of individual perfonnance relative
to four i..'1.flectional categories the reader. is referred to Appendix C
which lists the percent scores by subject in each inflection category
of the ICP aTld BIIl1.

Comparisons bet·ween the mean scores in each

category showed EMR adolescents had the most difficulty using the past
tense inflection on the BITM.

Other difficulties were observed in the

.. .
•'

r

. . +:'i . "':ri ,. . ~ . . . ,..11:

_,.

' .....
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use of inflections for pltn"al and possessive.

These general observa-

tions were substantiated and clarified using chi-square analysis discussed earlier.

Figure 8 illustrates the patterns of

mean

scores in

the experimental group using four inflections on the ICP and BTIM.
The findings reported in this study tend to support statements
made by Menyuk (1964) and Lenneberg (1967) as well as those of other
researchers (Semmel, et al., 1968) and Lovell and Ik'adbury (1968).
Lenneberg (1967) suggested generally the developnental process in the
mentally retarded is arrested in the early teens.
served children with delayed

s~ch

Men.yuk (1964) ob-

were unable to nove beyond the use

of elementary and general gramnatical rules in their speech.

The

developnental delay was observed in the comparable perforrnance of EMR
and nornicU control subjects of similar mental ages when required to

inflect lexical stimuli.

The comparatively ix>orer performance of EMR

subjects using inflections with novel stimuli, specifically less
corrm:>n allorrorphs for plural and possessive and past tense inflection
gene~lly

delay.

seems to derronstrate differences beyond a developmental

The limitations in gramrratical competence_ of the EMR adoles-

cent observed in this study suggest lx>th a quantitative delay and
-

'

qualitative differences in the ability to abstract less cormon variation~

of grammatical morphemes.
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Figure 8 • Mean percentage scores in four inflection .categories
on the ICP and BTEM for the Il1R' group. (N=12)
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SUMMARY Ai'ID IMPUc.ATIONS

. ·SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to investigate the development and
use of certain grammatical norphemes, i.e. , the English inflections for
plural, possessive, present progressive and past tense in the speech of
educable mentally retarded (EI'1R) adolescents.
l

The perfonnance on two

gramra.tical tasks of EMR subjects Wa.s compared to that of nonnal conin>l subjects matched by mental age scores.

The first task was to pro-

duce, verbally, the required inflection for a novel (nonsense) .mrd on·
a nodified version.of Berke's. Test of English Morphology

1958).

CBTEM) (~ko,

Secondly, subjects responded to grammatical contrasts in·lexi-

cal or real words at levels of imitation, comprehension and production

on

a

nroified form of the Imitation, Comprehension ·anci Production Test

(ICP) (Fraser, Bellugi aiid Bro~, 1963).

Twenty-four subjects were included in this study.

Twelve

EMR

1

subjects between the ages of 15 and 20 years were randomly selected
from the Vancouver School District.

'.rwelve control subjects.. with.nor-

I

mal intelligence selected from sch::>ol.aged students in the Portland~

Vancouver area, were rratched by mental age to EMR subjects. Mental age
scores were detennined with the Pealxxly Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn,
1965.

All subjects were screened for hearing acuity, articulation and

general speech intelligibility-.

1·
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The results of this study revealed statistically significant
poorer perfonnance in the use of English inflection by ;El1R adolescents
when compared with control-subjects of similar mental age, specifically
possess~ve

in the use of less comnon allonorphs for plural,
tense.
Comparisons

Lthin

and past

each group between perfornmice on the ICP and

Bl'EM did not show batistically significant differences, indicating

EMR adolescents as\ a gruup use inflections only slightly better in a
lexical than in a hovel sittiation~

The ICP and- BT.EM were thus shown to

be highly similar instruments, measuring the .same variables of linguis1

tic perfonnance.

.

A lack
'

of statistically significant differences were
.

found in the ability of EMR adolescents to imitate, comprehend or produce verbq.lly the :t;equired norpheme on the ICP.
No statisticcµ.ly significant difference was found when. compar-

ing the

performanc~

of the

1:t-x)

gruups on the ICP, which suggests EMR

I
I

adolescents use the four inflections investigated nearly as well in a

I

lexical . condition ~s
normal .children of a comparabl~ mental age.
'

EMR

subjects, however, \derronstrated statistically significant poorer perfonnance on the

B'I'E!-1,

indicating limitations in the ability to general-

ize morphological Ji1es from lexical to novel s:Ltuatl.ons.

l

analysis showed sighificant differences
I

less comrron

allorro1~hs

.

betwe~

Chi-square

.

.

groups in the use of
.

.

.

.

.

.

used to .inflect. plural, possessive. and past

I

tense.

These find~s indicate EMR adolescents have specific difficul.

I

.

ties using a partic~lar allomorph, /'az./, to inflect plural_ and possessive and all allonobhs, /t/, I di and /'tJ d I , in the inflection category

for past tense.
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Patterns of performmce within.groups were not established due
to a limited anotmt of data provided by the small number of subjects in
this study.

ed, trends

When the pei"fonnance of EMR subjects on the BTIM was examin'Were

suggested since all Il1R subjects used the inflection for

present progressive correctly.

~.Dst

IMR

subjects failed to use a less

comrron allorrorph for inflecting plural and possessive and nearly half
did not use inflections for past ten.se correctly.

These observations

were substantiated by chi-square analysis between the EMR and control

groups.
These results suggest EMR adolescents use most English inflections
of the four µivestigated nearly as
mental age

sco~s

~11

as normal subjects with similar

in a lexical situation.

The comparative difficulty of

the EMR groups in generalizing rrorphological rules governing the use of
inlections to a novel condition suggests .a limited ability to abs~ct
less well-learned forms to novel situations.
shown by the failure

o~

Specific,difficulty was

nost·EMR subjects to use certain less colIIJll)n

allonorphs to inflect plural, :pos.sessive and past tense.
tend· to support other research in this

area

These findings

which reports the earlier

mastery of regular and corrnon allorrorphs before the less cornrron forms.
The data reported in this study suggests some

qualitat~ve

differences,

as well as a quantitative delay, ·in· the use of English inflections by
IMR adolescents.

· ·Implications
Clinical
Certain strengths and weaknesses in the use of English inflection
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by I.MR adolescents were suggested in t!iis study.

The use of the

inflection for present progressive was consistently appropriate as was
the use of the comrron allonorphs for inflecting plural and possessives.
A lack of competence was indicated in the use of less cornnon allorrorphs
for plural, possessive and past tense.

These findings suggest a need

for earlier language training emp'P..asizing the use of these grarrana.tical
oorphemes for EMR students.
The non-significant differences found when comparing perfonrance
1·

within groups on the ICP and BTIM derronstrated the high deiree of
similarity between the two instruments.

The use of the BTEM as a diag-

nostic tool would appear to be a valid method of assessing grammatical
canpetence, particularly the use of: norphemes called inflections.

The

BrEM is a tool to. be expanded, perhaps as a method of teaching the

correct

language.patt~s

and

cert~y

as a.measure of learning par-

ticular language skills.
Research
The·sma.11 number of EMR subjects fu this study,· twelve, limit the
extent of generalizations based on the results.
adolescents demonstrated

a few

In this study, EMR

significant differences in the use of_

F.nglish inflections. 'Pr:imarily ~: U1R

·s~j ects

showed difficulty with

certain allorrorphic variations of inflections which pluralize, indicate
possessive and past tense.

The important :implication of these findings

is that qualitative differences may eXist in EMR language in addition

to general quantitative delay.

Further research with lapger numbers

of subjects is needed to examine and to substantiate these findings. -
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Additionally, the role of allonorphic variations of inflections and
the ability of EMR subjects to generalize them requires extensive investigation.
Although not investigated in this study, an analysis of the
gramnatical perfonrfU'lce of EMRs at levels of

imitati~n

and comprehen-

sion using novel stimuli such as on the BI'D1 using four inflections
(plural, possessive, .present progressive and past tense) nay provide
_supplementary data regarding

~he.apparant

strengths and weaknesses

reported in this study relative to verbal production.
Additional research

invest~gating

the use of other grarmatical

norphemes would provide data necessary to define rrore precisely the
linguistic perfonxance
retarded.

~~d

inferred competence.levels of the mildly

Extending beyond the present investigation of grarrrnatical

performance, research is nee9ed to

~vestiga~e

the SJ:1!1tactic

struct~

of language in the mentally retarded. A tool such as Developmental ·
Sentence Scoring (Lee and Canter, 1971) -would appear to lend itself to
an.analysis of language structure of Il1R subjects •. Research at lower
levels of retardation such as the trainable level is also needed in
order to further rna.p the nattire of linguistic -skills which are related
to limited

i~tellectual

functioning.
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APPENDIX A
IMITATION COMPREHENSION PROilJCTION
INSTRUCTIONS
COMPREHENSION
"Here are ~ pictures.

I'm going to t~l you what they are cal-

led; a.rid then you show me the one ~ ask for.
I .

one is called

One is· called . . . and

Show me (underlined phrase) .

Show me (the other

one)."

And:
Show me

nHere are two nore pictures.

"

One.is

and one is

•

it

•

(etc.)

MODELS
"I'm going to show you~ pictures.

I'll tell you the names.of

the pictures and you tell me the one I point to.
aJ1d one picture is . • . I'll say them again.

time).

One picture is . . •

.(Reverse order this

One is . . . and one is . • • What is this one. called?
.

to underlined one).

And:

(point

.

Y!hat is this 'one caj.,+ed?

"Here are tw:> nore pictures.

(point to other one). u

One is·

"

(etc.)

1I .

l

IMITATION
"I'm going to say tWJ things and then

I

want you .~o say them.

going to say • • • and • • • Now you say • • • (underlined one) •

you say ••• (the other one). n

etc.

Now

I'm-
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IMITATION, COMPREHENSION AND PROIXJCTION TEST

(M:xlified Version)
PRODUCTION:

Training item--The cat with the brown face ..
The dog with the black tail.
lb.

*The boys draw.
The l::oy draws.

7a.
7b.

*The boy is jumping.
The boy jumped.

2a.
2b.

The girls' horses.
*The girl's horse.

Sa.
Sb.

*The kittens play.
The kitten plays.

3a.
3b.

The match burned .
*The match is burning.

9a.·

The girl's dog.
*The girls' dogs.

la.

9b~

4a. The dog digs.
4b. .*The dogs dig.
Sa.

*The
The

6a.
6b.

The boys' boats.
*The b6y's boat.

The paint spilled.
*The paint is spilling •. -·

lla.
llb.

*The girls wave.
The girl Wa.ves;

lOa.

mommy cleaned.
mommy is cleaning.

Sb.

lOb.

12a. _ The boys' wagons.
12b. *The boy'~ wagon.

IMITATION:

13a.
13b.

;':The

15a.
15b.

;Y;The girls' cats.
The girl's Cc;it.

14a.
14b

1m1e boy eats.
The boys eat.

16a.
16b.

*The man is t-x:>rking.
The man IDrked •

The boy is kicking.
boy kicked.

. COMPREHENSION:

-

..

Training 'item--The boy .playing With the truck.
The mouse eating the cracker.
17a.
17b.

The baby .is pounding.
*The baby pounded.

19a. · The boys' toys.
19b. ;':The boy' s toy.

l8a.
18b

f~e

20a.
20b.

girls reads.

The. girls read.

The dogs play~
*The dog plays~
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BERl<D'S TEST OF ENGLISH MORPHOLCGY
Ci"bdified Version)
Training items:

a.

1.

This is a glass.
Now there are two of them.
There are ~
./tJz I
This is a wug.

b.

It is·melting.
Now is is all gone.

It.

8.

What is this?
Now there are two

This man is ~wing.
What is he doing?
He did the same thing yesterday.
Yesteniay, he
./d/ .
This is a kahz.
What is this?
Now themare ~

l.

l

This is a lun.
What is this?
Here are °t'M>

./z/

This rran is bodling.
Yesterday, he

s.

This man knows how to zib ..
He is
/~/.

·6.

This is a tor.
What is this?
These a:t"e tID ·

./z/

7a.

Tids is a. niz.
He owns a hat.
Whose hat is this?
The
/f>Z I.

7b.

Here are two nizzes.
They own hats too.
Whose hats are these?
/az/.

This man knows how to mot •
./']I

. /~cf I

·./az./

This man is ricking.
What is he doing?
He did it yesterday, too.
Yesterday, he
./t/

The

./ad I

He did it yesterday, too.

11.
4-.

..

.Ir.I

10.

3.

.

He is

9o

2.

This is an ice cube.

This is a heaf.
What is this?
Now there are ~

12a.

This is a bik.
He owns a hat •
Whose hat is this?
The
./s/

12b.

Here are tt-X> biks.
They own hats too.
Whose hats are these?
The
./s/

./s/or/vz/

APPENDIX B.

PERCENTAGES FOR EMR SUBJECTS ON THE ICP AND BTEM (N-12)

SUR.TECT

ICP
PERC'ENI' CORRECT

PERCENT CORRECT

1

78

86

2

96

72

3

62

85

I

4

·sa

64

i

5

96

64

'l.

6

79

64

7

71

78

8

7.S.

85

9

84

14

10

67

64

11

62

36

12

54

26

I

!

l

I

I

BTEM

PERCENTAGES FOR CONTROL SUBJECTS ON THE ICP .AND BTil1
(N•l2)
'
'

13

96

93

. 14

100

86

15

92

·100

16

88

100

17

100

100

18

92

86

19

84

82

SUBJECT

I

I

•·

!.
l

ICP
PERCENT CORRECT

75
BTEM
PERCENT CORRECT

20

84

100

21

71

72

22

92

100

23

92

93

24

96

86

APPENDIX

C

PERCENTAGES or·coRRECT RESPONSES FOR EMR GROUP ON PRODUCTION
ITn1S OF ICP (N•l2) AND BTil1

SlJRJECT

j" .

!

PLURAL

POSSESSIVE
ICP BTil1

PAST TINSE
ICP
BTEM .

-

ICP

1

100

80

100

75

80

2

100

60

87

50

3

83

20

100

4

100

100

5

lOO

6

BI'EM

PRESENT
PROGRESSIVE
ICP

BI'Il1 .

0

100

100

100

100

100

100·

25

100

.0

80

0

100

75

75

66

75

100

80

87

50

75

33

50

100·

66

·80

62

100

25

66

100

100

7

66

80

100

75

50

66

100

100

8

33

80

100

50

25

. 33

100·.

100

.9

66

80

50

75

50

. 66

25

100

10

50

60

100

so

50

0

100

0

11

50

60·

100

50

50

66

75

100

12

33

20

75

·a

. 50

. 0

100

100

